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Abstract
Steel Samba is a photographic mosaic exploration of four lift bridges connecting the east and
west sides of Joliet, Illinois. Using the artist influence of Claude Monet’s 1872 image Le Pont
de bois (the wooden bridge), I have created digital images of these bridges from many different
views. The purpose of this series is to focus on these bridges: their history; their beauty; and
how they move in sync to raise for waterway traffic almost in a dance formation.
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Artist Statement
Lift Bridges are architectural experiences exploring the relationship between steel and electricity, male
and female, and how they work together. Using the ascetics of beauty, frustration and function to depict life’s
experiences. Bridges are used as metaphors for affiliations or teams. The viewer is immersed in images of
marvelous steel and iron monstrosities juxtaposed with function, seen often as frustrating as
backed up traffic is, due to a raised bridge, which conveys everyday life’s aggravation.
Steel Samba, this photographic mosaic study focuses on downtown Joliet lift bridges. Incorporating Claude
Monet’s influence and how he painted the two bridges several times over a three-year period capturing
something different each time, compares to my work. Ruby Street Bridge, Cass Street Bridge, Jackson Street
Bridge, and Jefferson Street Bridge are the focus of this study. The observance of these four bridges and how
they are all separately operated, yet work together to connect a city and a waterway is a combination of
functionality and brilliance. The complexity of these moving structures seen as a group, as well as in its
smaller parts are why the artist has chosen to create the images into mosaics. The formation of rising and
lowering in semblance to a dance is why the artist chose the title STEEL SAMBA. As homage to the steel,
iron and metal used in the construction and usefulness of these bridges; the artist will display this
body of work in metal prints. The artist will use (29) 20x24 and 30x40 inch metal prints with a
white satin finish, floating mounts on the
back to hold the images ½ inch away from the wall. The display will also include audio
of samba music to illustrate the dance. (Ruqayyah J. McCallum)
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Introduction
Steel Samba photography series began as an annoyance and grew into one of
reverence and respect. During the in the summer 2012 my husband and I moved our family
to Joliet. I first noticed of the lift bridges; including Ruby Street, Jackson Street, Cass Street,
and Jefferson Street; when I was caught in traffic. The massive structures became my largest
headache and my most beautiful photography subjects. I visited them in the mornings after
getting my daughter on the school bus. Babysat them in the afternoon waiting patiently for
a barge to pass through so that I could capture them at their greatest glory, rising-up almost
in a dance formation one at a time to let the boats pass. I would come by right before dusk
to capture them in twilight hour. I was there rain or shine, steaming hot or blustery cold to
photograph them. I hoped to create a series that celebrates these bridges and how intricate a
part they play in navigating my city.
I decided to focus my thesis work on these bridges and how frustrating it can be to
be stuck on one side of a bridge trying to reach a destination on the other side. Joliet is really
made up of two cities. The bulk of the modern stores etc. are on the west side; however, we
live on the east side. The historic east side, which is home to Joliet’s government center but
is also several steps back in time from the contemporary west side. A trip to Wal-Mart could
take anywhere from a 15 minutes to an hour just to get there. Over the years my thesis has
grown to include many other bridges and at one time even included paths to show life’s
metaphors. I have returned my thesis study to my friends Ruby, Cass, Jackson, and
Jefferson, however, to photograph their beauty. It wasn’t until the 10th or 15th time that I
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watched the bridges raise that I saw the pattern. Each bridge rises as the one before it lowers
in formation. In watching a bridge rise when you are in a hurry to get to the other side, it is
hard to register anything other than your annoyance.

Bridge History
The importance of the construction of the Illinois Waterway in 1932-33 and the
elimination of the use of the I &M canal brought with it more commerce along the river.
“During the construction of the Illinois waterway through Joliet in the early 1930’s all the
city’s bridges were replaced with temporary bridges.” (Sterling 17). The city of Joliet and
most of the country had long since been suffering from the great depression and any new
commerce was welcome.

“On November 26, 1932 the new Jefferson Street Bridge was officially
Dedicated and formally opened with Mayor William A. Hennessy cutting the ribbon.
A crowd of 2,500 shivered through the speeches.” The next day the Herald-News
Carried the bold headline: “WATERWAY TO SPUR INDUSTRY HERE.” (Sterling 17)
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Photography Process

The photographic process of creating art was a long one. I spent many overcast
mornings, snowy afternoons and summer evenings photographing the bridges. After
spending so much time here, I began to adore them. My relationships that ensued became
more than just a project; I had not yet decided what to do with them. I was just shooting
them from different angles and not concerned about what the series would become. As my
focus became clear, I would take three cameras and six lenses strapped to me and I would
walk. I was warned that $5000 worth of equipment on my person walking downtown Joliet
was probably not the safest option, but I never encountered any trouble. In the mornings I
would receive kind greetings from the older gentlemen fishing along the river. People
seemed friendly to me. On these photo walks I was quite comfortable, like my city was
welcoming me to showcase it.
My goal on every trip was to find and photograph a new intricate part of each bridge.
I always felt like I got lucky if I happened to be photographing a bridge as the alarm would
sound signaling the rise of a bridge and a tugboat was pushing a barge carrying goods down
the river. My best photographs are captured when the bridges were rising. When the bridge
was rising, it was at work, the gears were shifting and all of the parts that I was unable to
capture of the underbelly of the bridge were exposed. Each bridge had its very own
personality and spoke to me in different ways. I considered them architectural subjects, yet
sometimes they reminded me of the elementary school gym students I substitute for on
occasions. Like children my bridge subjects seemed to exhibit individual personalities traits.
The Jackson Street Bridge is a Scherzer rolling lift bridge. “The key feature of a
3

Scherzer rolling Lift Bridge is the use of the roller track which the bridge rolls to open rather
than rotating around an axel as a trunnion bascule bridge does. The rolling lift action is very
visible in these bridges, and can easily be seen as the part that the bridge rolls on directly
below he counterweight.” (Historical Bridges) Jackson Street Bridge has the brightest color
of the four. Jackson is a gleaming green beauty that always photographed perfectly. His
brilliance was always apparent in snow, sunshine, and even overcast days. I always felt that
Jackson was looking for more attention when I was photographing the others.
Jefferson Street Bridge and Cass Street Bridge are ‘Scherzer rolling lift bridges’ like
Jackson Street Bridge. Jefferson and Cass are the closest in proximity to each other and are
connected by the river walk park. They look a lot alike, same color, same rust. The two
bridges are usually up for construction on alternating years during the summer months. They
have the most rust and are the most in need of painting, despite being ‘closed for painting’
every other year. Jefferson and Cass remind me of those two boys in every classroom who
goof around during class, you notice them when they stand out, but they blend in when the
teacher is not watching. Jefferson is the only bridge that I was able to capture at night. For
safety reasons, I was unable to photograph downtown after dark. Jefferson was the obvious
choice for night photography because it sits right in front of the police station.
Ruby Street Bridge is a Bascule Trunnion Bridge. (Historical Bridges) Ruby has a
mystery about her and I always felt she was keeping a secret from me. After nearly four years
of photographing her, I was finally able to photograph her rising while I was underneath.
Ruby Street Bridge is my favorite bridge. She is like the student who knows she is your
favorite yet is shy and reserved. Her blue brilliance is so different from the other three. I
think Ruby is my favorite because of her isolation. She is further down the canal and it is
4

difficult to photograph her entire span. The best way is to climb through the trees and
bushes along the riverbank. I have climbed through the bushes a few times, nearly falling
into the river. Perhaps this is Ruby’s secret.
While doing this project I spent anywhere from forty-five minutes to three hours,
sometimes three times a week attempting to capture images different from the days before.
As all photographers are aware, we strive for the perfect shot; however, most images come
alive in post-processing. I can’t begin to count the number of hours I spent working on
images in Photoshop. I would get up in the middle of the night to correct an image that
wasn’t quite where I wanted it. My Photoshop corrections had to be perfect before I moved
on to the mosaic making process.

Why Mosaic?
The idea came after a peer critique in one of my graduate photography classes. I had
taken so many photographs of Ruby, Cass, Jefferson, and Jackson Street bridges that I knew
I wanted to find a way to exhibit all or most of them together. My first thought was to make
a pattern of the best photos, turn it into an overlay pattern and lay it over the main photos.
The original method proved to be very unsuccessful. The pattern way made my images look
‘cookie-cutter like’, and very similar to each other. Failing to achieve the look I wanted. In
my search I learned about and came to admire the process called Photomosaic created and
patented by Robert Silvers. Photomosaic is technology developed during Mr. Silvers time at
MIT, I liked the look and noticed in his work that focused mostly on faces of famous
people. “…Montage comes into focus within moderate distance, about an arms length away,
but upon closer inspection each and every individual photograph stands out… create a tug
between the principal figure and its components, while the viewer is perpetually attracted
5

back and forth between the whole and its parts.” (Silvers, R.) I tried my own version of this
technique to apply to my bridges, and was pleasantly surprised. The conceptual idea I was
trying to illustrate is how even though each bridge is separate from the
next; they are all a part of a canal waterways system.

The Process
The process of creating photographic images in mosaic was a trying one in the
beginning. I chose from the thousands of images I captured of the downtown bridges over
the last 5 years. My goal was to make a statement by creating images to shed light to the
bridges in a way different from the other photos I had seen, yet finding the right program
to really illuminate the beauty of the structures and their movement was a trial and error
process.

From Photography to Mosaic
The software I used to take my photographs and build them into mosaics is
MacOSaiX program; I downloaded to my MacBook Air. The same process for all of the
images in Steel Samba. From start to finish the program runs about 45 minutes. The
challenges for me were if the digital image didn’t turn out the way I wanted, I would have to
scrap the whole thing and restart.
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Opening the main image up in MacOSaix

Adding the folder of images.
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The image system starts to build the image from a folder of many images.

The images used to build show up then get placed into the pattern.

Adding more copies of the folder.

As the image continues to build
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The images show up full size before shrinking down to fit in a space.

The image disappearing into the building process.
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Once I completed the mosaic process I would send the images to be printed out
poster size 18x20 at Staples. Viewing my art at this size helped me to determine whether or
not to use this particular piece in my series. Metal prints were my end goal and if I wasn’t
satisfied with the print I would either rework it or start over with another image.
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Why the Samba?
Samba music has a familiar sound and very rich history. Samba music is a Brazilian
dance music genre. “Although there were various forms of samba in Brazil in the form of
various popular rhythms and regional dances that originated from drumming, samba as a
music genre is seen as originally a musical expression of urban Rio De Janeiro.” I chose the
smooth jazzy samba to associate with the rhythm of the bridges raising and descending in
formation one by one. I associated Samba due to the fact that one once when I was waiting
in traffic for a bridge to go down I had a Samba tune playing on my iPod. This caused a
psychosomatic ‘getting music stuck in your head’ for me. The viewer may not hear the
samba while witnessing this, but I always felt a smooth jazz samba in my soul watching
them. Samba dance style is usually associated with the show ‘Dancing With the Stars’ in our
everyday society. I have eclectic music taste and enjoy the music, however; I haven’t heard it
playing on the popular radio stations.
My title, “Steel Samba”, pays homage to the brilliance of these massive steel
structures and the music that I hear when I see them make way for waterway traffic. I chose
to display the images as aluminum prints because this brings it all together.
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“I want the unobtainable. Other artists paint a bridge, a house, a boat, and that's the
end. They are finished. I want to paint the air which surrounds the bridge, the house,
the boat, the beauty of the air in which these objects are located, and that is nothing
short of impossible.” --Claude Monet

Influences
I began researching works similar to mine and found that Claude Monet’s story of
his time in Argenteuil was very close to my own. The artist influence that I identify with
most for this series is not a photographer, but a painter. Monet’s story of his time in
Argenteuil 1871-78 is one that is very similar to mine when I moved to Joliet. Monet moved
to this suburban town northwest of Paris with his family after the Franco-Prussian war
looking to re-establish himself as an artist. (Ponka) He fallen on hard times years before and
had now rented a large home on the Seine. Monet was setting himself up to secure a
prominent position in French art, he admitted to his mentor Boudin’. (Ponka 14) He was
drawn to the highway and railway bridges that covered the Seine connecting the city to Paris.
He painted this bridge several times while under repair and after, seeing something different
in it each time. “Monet’s painting reveals more than his desire to document; it shows a
deliberate and conscious interests in picture making, ‘Monet was clearly stimulated by
scaffolding around the bridge to try out something new; it was the first time he used the
bridge motif in such a daring and radical way.(Ponka 18) “In the three year-period he painted
the highway bridge thirteen times and the railway bridge five times.”(Ponka 14) The piece
that drew me into research further was the Le Pont de Bois (Fig: a). Monet’s painting of the
rebuilding of a highway bridge after its destruction by the Franco-Prussian war is
magnificent.
It was only after seeing this piece did I look and find just how important his story is.
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Le Pont de Bois includes the wooden scaffolding as well as silhouettes of people and horse
and carriages. I like that construction on this bridge is not inhibiting normal life and people
going about their business. “…With mute tomes of brown, grey and mauve, the artist
carefully constructed the painting so that a single span of Argenteuil highway bridge frames
the scene: sailboats moored near the banks of the river Seine, a church spire in the distance,
a steam boat puffing and a calm river basin, all beneath an overcast sky. Silhouetted figures
scuttling across the bridge at the top of the frame illustrate a town that is once again a hive
of activity” (Tucker 55) In (Fig: a-i) we can see this highway bridge through Monet’s eyes
from different angles he painted from. A comparison piece is (Fig: a) Le Pont de Bois, to my
image (Fig: 29) ‘Welcome’. Both images have scaffolding on the sides. While Monet uses the
scaffolding in his image to show that the city still moving, my image shows a bridge in repair
unable to cross. The juxtaposition being the differences in how we used the construction to
add to our work.
Although Monet didn’t combine his different paintings into one piece of art; I found
his vision an inspirational one. I was particularly drawn to the people he painted on and
around his bridges (see Fig i). I chose to capture my bridge images without people on them
to keep the architectural appearance clear. Monet uses muted tones in his first paintings of
the highway bridge while under repair. The mauves and browns and greys show us the
destruction and the rebirth that is to come to this town. The yellow/orange steam house is
visible in Le pont de bois (Fig: a), The Road bridge at Argenteuil (Fig: f), as well as The Banks of the
Seine near the bridge at Argenteuil (Fig: g) as juxtaposition to the other colors in these paintings.
I find that my eye is led to this part of each image. I’m not sure if Monet intended this. The
most striking painting is (Fig: c) The Port at Argenteuil (1872). A painting with bright brilliant
14

colors, showing life restored. The clouds are plump and the blues he uses in the skyline are
indicative of growing countryside. There are people and the bridge in the backdrop. I
compare this painting to my photograph (Fig: 14) Lunchtime. In Lunchtime, my aesthetic focus
is the opening bridge but highlights the people sitting nearby oblivious to it.

(Fig: a) Le Pont de bois (1872)

(Fig: b) Argenteuil, The Bridge Under Repair (1872)
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(Fig: c) The Port at Argenteuil (1872)

(Fig: d) The Bridge at Argenteuil (1874)

(Fig: e) The Bridge at Argenteuil (1874)
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(Fig: f) The Road Bridge at Argenteuil (1874)

(Fig: g)The Banks of the Seine near the Bridge at Argenteuil (1874)

(Fig: h)The Port of Argenteuil (1874)
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(Fig: i) The Coal Dockers (1875)
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Conclusion
Steel Samba is more than just a solo exhibition, but a study in how a city became a
power force in commerce by creating the Illinois Waterway. An expression of joining all four
bridges into one big system that can only function with all of the individual bridges doing
there work. An experiment with technology, exploring different methods of creating mosaic
images. An exploration of how a Brazilian beat can influence an annoyance of being stuck in
traffic and make it into a symbol of admiration. Steel Samba embraces how art in different
forms can create similar outcomes. I especially enjoyed the parallels in Monet’s story of
Argenteuil to my Joliet story. We both moved to a new town and were hoping to excel as
artists. Our works may be in different mediums, but have similar subject matter. Two artists,
a painter and a photographer both capturing bridges in separate centuries. Monet was
painting rebirth in a town destroyed by war. I admire the fact that Monet did not paint
images of the bridge destruction, but painted the repairs highlighting growth. My message
was nothing close to his. My exploration of Joliet bridges is to celebrate the magnificence of
the beauty and movement. Monet may have been trying to reignite his career, while I was
trying to start a new one. Looking back over the last five years, my bridges have changed
with paint and time, but still remain my most loyal subjects.
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“Look and Think before opening the shutter. The heart and mind are the true lens of
the camera” –Yousuf Karsh

Reflections
Creating Steel Samba has been an enlightening experience. This photo series took me
from a photography student to becoming an artist. I learned a great deal in this process
about how to critique my own work and take better photographs. My most memorable
pieces is (Fig: 16) Serenity. Serenity was the last photo I took of Ruby Bridge and my favorite
piece. She symbolizes peace of mind and calm, creating a pause in this series.
In hindsight, I wish I had spent time videotaping my photographing explorations.
Reviewing Steel Samba, I noticed that video or even audio recording of my watching,
photographing and waiting, would have added to this study. In my current series ‘Spring in
the Forest’ A Landscape photography of Cook county forest preserves, I am taking notes
and audio recording the times I spend photographing.

20

Imagery

(Fig: 1)‘Reach’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Bridge
“Reach’ was photographed in midday in 2015 while Jefferson bridge was
opened completely, reaching for the sky. The mosaic images are all of the Jefferson Street
Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 2)‘Calm’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Calm’ was photographed on a cloudy afternoon during a lull in traffic. The wind was a
gentle breeze and life seemed to stand still for a moment when I captured this. The mosaic
images are all of the Jefferson Street Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 3)‘Pass’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Pass’ was photographed in fall of 2016 a tugboat pushing a barge was passing by. I caught
the Jefferson bridge open with the casino visible in the background. The title ‘Pass’ comes
from play on words using the casino games and the barge flowing by. The mosaic images are
all of the Jefferson Street Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 4)‘Beginning’ 2013 20x24” Aluminum Print—Cass Street Bridge
‘Beginning’ was photographed in the summer of 2013. Named ‘Beginning’ due to the image
being of one of my earliest works. I was still a little afraid to walk across the bridges at this
time. The mosaic images are all of the Cass Street Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 5) ‘Peace’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Cass Street Bridge
‘Peace’ was photographed in the winter of 2015. I was standing on the river walk next to a
heap of snow. ‘Peace’ is due to the cold yet relatively sunny day. The mosaic images are all of
the Cass Street Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 6) ‘Rail’ 2014 20x24” Aluminum Print—Ruby Street Bridge
‘Rail was photographed in the summer of 2014. I was standing on the bridge leaning over
the rail to get this shot. The mosaic images are all of the Ruby Street Bridge taken over the
past five years.
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(Fig: 7) ‘Walk’ 2014 20x24” Aluminum Print—Cass Street Bridge
‘Walk’ was photographed in the summer of 2014. I call it ‘Walk’ because it reminded me of a
walk across the bridge to the library. The mosaic images are all of the Cass Street Bridge
taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 8) ‘History’ 2015 30x40” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘History’ was photographed in 2014 then again in 2015 to improve the photo. This Piece is
my only mosaic print made up of two separate main images. “History is also the only one of
my prints that is made up of all four Joliet Bridges. The mosaic images are of all four of the
Joliet Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 9)‘Samba’ 2014 30x40” Aluminum Print—Cass Street Bridge
‘Samba’ was photographed from the river walk. I was very happy to have captured Cass
Street Bridge opening as Jackson Street Bridge was closing. This image is the core of my
project. . The mosaic images are all of the Jackson Street Bridge and Cass Street Bridge taken
over the past five years.

(Fig: 10)‘Blue’ 2014 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jackson Street Bridge
‘Blue’ was photographed in the summer of 2014. ‘Blue’ got its name from the sky and how it
contrasts with the green in the bridge. . The mosaic images are all of the Jackson Street
Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 11)‘Rise’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Cass Street Bridge
‘Rise’ was photographed in early 2016. Named for its arm stretched in the air, ‘Rise was shot
early in the day while the sun was still high. . The mosaic images are all of the Cass Street
Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 12)‘Under’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Ruby Street Bridge
‘Under’ was photographed in fall 2016. Named for its gears and mechanisms underneath as
well as the fact that I was under a bush photographing it. . The mosaic images are all of the
Ruby Street Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 13)‘Curve’ 2013 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jackson Street Bridge
‘Curve’ was photographed in 2013. One of my earlier works. Named for the two lanes of
traffic on this bridge and how crazy the drivers are at times. The mosaic images are all of the
Jackson Street Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 14)‘Lunchtime’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Lunchtime’ was photographed in summer 2015. Named for the people sitting near the river
and enjoying the sun. . The mosaic images are all of the Jefferson Street Bridge taken over
the past five years.
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(Fig: 15)‘Anyone?’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Ruby Street Bridge
‘Anyone?’ was photographed in the middle of this two-lane bridge between the traffic lights
(so I didn’t get killed). The only way to photograph this bridge to show both rails, was this
way. The mosaic images are all of the Ruby Street Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 16)‘Serenity’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Ruby Street Bridge
‘Serenity’ is the last photo I took of Ruby Bridge in 2016. This is by far my favorite image,
despite the fact that I was standing in the mud. ‘Serenity’ has a special meaning for me. After
years of trying to find an area to photograph her entire span, I accomplished it. The mosaic
images are all of the Ruby Street Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 17)‘Cloudy’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Cass Street Bridge
‘Cloudy’ was photographed in early 2015 on a cloud-filled day. Named for the clouds that
loom above him threatening to burst. The mosaic images are all of the Cass Street Bridge
taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 18)‘Wait’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Ruby Street Bridge
‘Wait’ was photographed while I was stuck in traffic. I pulled onto a side street to get a
better view. ‘Wait’ represents the traffic back ups that I described earlier. Ruby Bridge rises
in a very smooth motion and although the wait is annoying, it is still a beautiful sight. The
mosaic images are all of the Ruby Street Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 19)‘Opening’ 2015 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Opening’ was photographed in winter 2015and represents the opening of the bridge, but
also the opening of the mind while watching it. The mosaic images are all of the Jefferson
Street Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 20)‘Path’ 2014 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Path’ represents a thought process. It is arriving at a crossroads of the past and the future.
Being close to the middle of the bridge and seeing no end. It is deciding whether or not to
turn back to the familiar or keep going to an unknown destination ahead. The mosaic
images are all of the Jefferson Street Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 21)‘Winter’ 2014 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jackson Street Bridge
‘Winter’ was taken on a clear day in the winter of 2014. This is an earlier photograph and the
only one in the series with a moving vehicle on it. ‘Winter’ shows us how the snow and ice
may be on the ground, but not present on the bridge. With constant movement on them, it
is difficult to see snow accumulate here. The mosaic images are all of the Jackson Street
Bridge taken over the past five years.

(Fig: 22)‘Quiet’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Quiet’ was photographed in the fall of 2016. The Bridge tender house is the most dominate
feature of this image. ‘Quiet’ presents a quiet overcast time of day before rush hour traffic
hits. The mosaic images are all of the Jefferson Street Bridge taken over the past five years.
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(Fig: 23)‘Perfect’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jackson Street Bridge
‘Perfect’ was photographed in the late summer of 2016. ‘Perfect is named for the many times
over the last few years that I took this exact photo. Once I finally got it right, no other name
seemed fitting. The mosaic images are all of the Jackson Street Bridge taken over the past
five years.

(Fig: 24)‘Dusk’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Dusk’ was photographed in the fall of 2016 as the sun was setting. The fading sun brings
out the colors of Jefferson Bridge’s lights so beautifully. The mosaic images are all of the
Jefferson Street Bridge taken day and night over the past five years.
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(Fig: 25)‘Closing’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Ruby Street Bridge
‘Closing’ was photographed in fall 2016. This image represents the closing of the
Bridge movements. It look many years to get this image from the right spot and
I found it fitting; to shoot the opening and the closing, yet use the closing
as a main image. The mosaic images are all of the Ruby Street Bridge taken over the past
five years.

(Fig: 26)‘Light’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Light’ was photographed in fall 2016 after dark. Named for the orange and white light that
moves with the barge and illuminates the river. The mosaic images are all of the Jefferson
Street Bridge taken day and night over the past five years.
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(Fig: 27)‘Glory’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Glory’ was photographed on a summer evening in 2016. Named for his perfection in the
evening light; Jefferson Bridge expresses peace and ‘Glory’. The mosaic images are all of the
Jefferson Street Bridge taken both day and night over the past five years.

(Fig: 28)‘Light Paint’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Jefferson Street Bridge
‘Light Paint’ was photographed using a long exposure to capture the bridge closing. Named
for the light painting he creates in the motion; Jefferson Street Bridge disappears leaving
only light streams. The mosaic images are all of the Jefferson Street Bridge taken both day
and night over the past five years.
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(Fig: 29)‘Welcome’ 2016 20x24” Aluminum Print—Cass Street Bridge
‘Welcome’ was photographed during the summer of 2016 while Cass Street Bridge was up
for painting or construction. The scaffolding on the left side indicates such. ‘Welcome’ is
named for the openness to waterway traffic despite being closed to vehicle and pedestrian
traffic. The mosaic images are all of both the Cass Street Bridge and the Jackson Street
Bridge taken over the past five years.
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Index of Images
Fig. Title

Year

Size

Medium

1. ‘Reach’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

2. ‘Calm’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

3. ‘Pass’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

4. ‘Beginning’

2013

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

5. ‘Peace’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

6. ‘Rail’

2014

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

7. ‘Walk’

2014

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

8. ‘History’

2015

30x40” Photography, Aluminum print

9. ‘Samba’

2014

30x40” Photography, Aluminum Print

10. ‘Blue’

2014

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

11. ‘Rise’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

12. ‘Under’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

13. ‘Curve’

2013

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

14. ‘Lunchtime’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

15. ‘Anyone?’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

16. ‘Serenity’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

17. ‘Cloudy’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

18. ‘Wait’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

19. ‘Opening’

2015

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

20. ‘Path’

2014

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print
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Index of Images Continued
Fig. Title

Year

Size

Medium

21. ‘Winter’

2014

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

22. ‘Quiet’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

23. ‘Perfect’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

24. ‘Dusk’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

25. ‘Closing’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

26. ‘Light’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

27. ‘Glory’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

28. ‘Light Paint’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print

29. ‘Welcome’

2016

20x24” Photography, Aluminum Print
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